DIFFUSER COMPARISON CHART
Australia
Our line of essential oil diffusers offers a range of styles & specialised features for every situation and setting.

FEATHER THE OWL

LANTERN

ARIA

DESERT MIST

ICON LEGEND
Coverage Area
Operation Time
Dimensions
Reservoir Size

Feather the Owl Diffuser: Our
adorable forest friend is ready to
help transform bedrooms, playrooms
and nurseries into energising creative
spaces and dreamy slumberlands.
This easy-to-use ultrasonic diffuser
includes a humidifier, 10 LED light
options, 5 white-noise sounds and is
also a night-light.

Lantern Diffuser: The Lantern
Diffuser is designed to be an elegant
centrepiece or accent in any home
or office. The classic lantern design,
crafted of fine metal and glass, offers
long run times and multiple lighting
features for any aromatherapy
practice. It is designed to offer multiple
diffusion settings, along with 11 LED
coloured light options, including an
alluring candle-like flicker mode.

Aria Diffuser: Combining useful
features and beautiful, unique natural
styling, the Aria offers 2, or 6 hours
of continuous diffusion or 12 hours
intermitted timer setting, automatic
shutoff and multicoloured LED lights.
The Aria’s soothing built-in music,
remote control and auxiliary audio
port makes it a great companion for
your yoga practice or a relaxing bath.
™

Desert Mist™ Diffuser: With its
Moroccan-inspired design and soft
glow, the Desert Mist Ultrasonic
Diffuser is a wonderful addition to
your home décor and creates a more
natural environment in any space. It
features remarkably long run times of
up to 10 hours and a full spectrum of
lighting options, including a candlelike flicker mode.

Medium Room

Medium Room

Medium Room

(approx. 30 m2)

(approx. 40 m2)

(approx. 30 m2)

10 hours max.

10 hours max.

12 hours max.

10 hours max.

136 x 133 x 151 mm

139 x 139 x 243 mm

215 x 215 x 155 mm

145 x 145 x 216 mm

165 ml

200 ml

260 ml

200 ml

0.44 kg

0.772 kg

2.300 kg

0.360 kg

Ultrasonic diffusion

Ultrasonic diffusion

Ultrasonic diffusion

Ultrasonic diffusion

#27009 - Feather the Owl

#23719 - Lantern Diffuser
#30768 - Lantern Starter Bundle

#452402 - Aria™ Diffuser
#4540 - Glass Dome
#4541 - Remote
#30764 - Aria™ Starter Bundle

#21693 - Desert Mist™ Diffuser
#30766 - Desert Mist™
Starter Bundle
#21253 - Healthy Home
Starter Bundle

(approx. 30 m2)

$81.50 WHSL $107.25 RTL 24.75PV

$140.90 WHSL $185.35 RTL 50.75 PV

$363.10 WHSL $477.75 RTL 139.25 PV

Weight
Diffusion Type
Item Codes & Accessories

Medium Room

More than just offering a
great décor choice, each
of our stylishly designed,
beautifully functional
diffusers can help you
find your moment of
essential oil Zen - on the
road, at your desk or
when unwinding at the
end of a long day!

$106.05 WHSL $139.55 RTL 38.25 PV

*All prices shown are in AUD.
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RAINSTONE

Rainstone™ Diffuser: Sleek and
easy to use, the Rainstone Diffuser
is handmade by trained ceramic
artisans. Use the remote control
to choose 1, 2, 3, 6 or 8 hours of
continuous ultrasonic diffusion with
automatic shutoff, soft LED light
settings & negative ioniser settings.
With a modern design, the Rainstone
matches any minimalist home or
office décor.

DEWDROP

Dewdrop™ Diffuser: This diffuser
functions as a humidifier, atomiser and
aroma diffuser in one simple-to-use
product. Inspired by the purity and
elegance of a drop of morning dew, the
Dewdrop Diffuser can dispel odours
and create a relaxing atmosphere.
Custom designed with up to 10 hours of
diffusion, three run modes, automatic
shut-off and 11 LED light options, that
can be turned on or off independent of
diffuser function.

AROMALUX

AromaLux™ Diffuser: A compact
atomiser that uses biogeometry
design principles, the AromaLux
offers highly customisable lighting
& interval settings to disperse a
fine mist of pure essential oils. The
AromaLux is the perfect choice for
diffusing fresh-smelling essential
oils such as Purification® in areas
prone to unpleasant odours, such as
basements.

LUSTRE

Lustre™ Artisan Diffuser: Each
Lustre Diffuser comes from the
south of China along the Pearl River
Delta. Handcrafted by a master
glassblower trained for years in the
art of glasswork, making each Lustre
diffuser a unique work of art. This
gorgeous diffuser runs up to 12 hours
on intermittent diffusion mode with 3
different timer options.

Medium Room

Medium Room

Very Large Room

Medium Room

8 hours max.

10 hours max.

10 hours max.

12 hours max.

128 x 128 x 170 mm

135 x 135 x 190 mm

130 x 130 x 147 mm

255 x 255 x 165 mm

200 ml (+/- 10 ml)

180 ml

15 ml or 5 ml oil bottle

130 ml

2.200 kg

0.440 kg

0.345 kg

1.44 kg

(approx. 30 m2)

(approx. 30 m2)

(approx. 65 m2)

Ultrasonic diffusion

Ultrasonic diffusion
#533102 - Rainstone Diffuser
#30769 - Rainstone™
Starter Bundle
™

$286.10 WHSL $376.45 RTL 104.75 PV

(approx. 35 m2)

Atomising diffusion

#533002 - Dewdrop Diffuser
#30767 - Dewdrop™ Starter
Bundle
™

$106.05 WHSL $139.55 RTL 38.25 PV

Ultrasonic diffusion

#469502 - AromaLux Atomising
Diffuser
#469402 - Atomiser Top
™

$185.20 WHSL $243.65 RTL 67.75 PV

#32681 - Lustre Artisian Diffuser

$126.40 WHSL $166.30 RTL 38 PV

Visit YoungLiving.com.au to learn more about our versatile diffusers!
2021 V3 (AUS)

*All prices shown are in AUD.
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LUCIA

EMBER

VIYA

CAR VENT

USB

Lucia™ Artisan Diffuser: Lucia’s glass
cover is handcrafted by a master
glassblower trained for years in the
art of glasswork. The Lucia’s unique,
lamp-like design creates soft, ethereal
light, as the ultrasonic diffusion fills
your space with signature essential
oil scents. This diffuser features a
high diffusion mode that can run up
to 4 hours and has 3 different timer
options.

Ember Diffuser: Made with terracotta
clay and sustainable rubberwood,
the Ember Diffuser makes it easy to
customise the scent of any space.
Reminiscent of a glowing ember, the
diffuser’s light ring joins the charcoalgray clay cover and wood base. With
a compact size, 8 subtle light settings
and efficient diffusion, this sleek
diffuser is ideal for tabletops and
workspaces.

Viya Travel Diffuser: This sleek
little diffuser is fingerprint and dirt
resistant with an elegant, matte-gray
finish that’s right at home in your
car’s console. Simply put the Viya in
your cup holder and use its simplified
controls to transform your space
with your favourite essential oils. Its
unique, moulded resin cover and spillresistant top will keep you diffusing
for up to 7 hours.

Car Vent Diffuser: Young Living’s Car
Vent Diffuser is designed with your
commuting needs in mind. Without the
fuss of batteries or cables, this diffuser
lets your air vent do the work! Add a
few drops of oil to the cotton pads and
you’ll be cruising with your favourite
aroma in no time! The Car Vent
Diffuser is made with a simple, rotating
clip to function with any vent, and it
takes only seconds to set up.

USB Diffuser: Available in purple and
black, our pocket-sized USB Diffuser
is as convenient as it gets. This
diffuser plugs into the USB port of any
computer and diffuses essential oils at
10, 30 or 60-second intervals without
water. Toss one into your desk drawer
or laptop bag and take pure essential
oil inspiration with you while you work.

Medium Room

Medium Room
(approx. 35 m2)

Average Car
(approx. 15 m2)

Average Car

Close Area

8 hours max.

7 hours max.

7 hours max.

Variable

20 hours max.

220 x 220 x 130 mm

94 x 160 mm

177 x 71 mm

35 x 35 x 38 mm

85 x 20 x 15 mm

90 ml

100 ml

40 ml

6 - 8 drops

1 ml

0.590 kg

0.454 kg

0.285 kg

0.028 kg

0.142 kg

Ultrasonic diffusion

Ultrasonic diffusion

Ultrasonic diffusion

Air flow

Atomising diffusion

#32629 - Lucia Artisan Diffuser

#36368 - Ember Diffuser

#33626 - Viya Travel Diffuser

#25190 - Rose Gold
#25200 - Grey
#25111 - Replacement
Pads 10 pk

#5223 - Black
#5226 - Purple

(approx. 35 m2)

$102.30 WHSL $134.60 RTL 30.75 PV

$96.50 WHSL $127.00 RTL 29.25 PV

$48.90 WHSL $64.35 RTL 25.75 PV

(approx. 15 m2)

$24.45 WHSL $32.20 RTL 6.00 PV

(approx. 14 m2)

$38.35 WHSL $50.45 RTL 12.25 PV

Visit YoungLiving.com.au to learn more about our versatile diffusers!
2021 V3 (AUS)

*All prices shown are in AUD.

